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About This Game

Titty Crush is a lighthearted Match 3 game with cute anime characters, which doesn't take itself too serious and instead just tries
to be fun.

Match fruits and break the ice to meet new girls and set highscores.

Go on dates with various girls at several locations.
See them in different outfits as you play through the story mode and laugh about cheesy dialogues, stupid word plays and dirty

references.

We try to cover all your needs with our cliché cast of the cute neighbor, a tsundere, a cat and more!
This game is for lovers of all kinds of fruits: Melons, peaches, and cherries ;)

 Easy to grasp gameplay

 Lighthearted story mode

 Highscore driven arcade mode
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 5 Cute anime girls

 Several outfits per girl

 Can be played with one hand
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exciting and entertaining game!. You are a square. You have tiles and you must move from tile to tile to avoid tiny squares of
death from hitting you. At the end of each stage you must collect a hollow square. Not much depth and there's really not a lot to
be had here.
Gets old really fast and the one song included will get annoying.
There are better games out there, for a dollar more you could get "Super Hexagon" or "Boson X", both of which are better
games than this.
Would only reccommend to people who like arcadey timewasters like the games mentioned before, other than that there's not
too much to be had.
. Fun game. Just like most FPS types. Still a lot of work and they are looking for players to help give feedback. Ive met the
creaters. Good people. I have some game codes if you cant pick up the 4.99 tab.. Awesome game from my childhood.
Fantastic side scroller, got to have to rescue,
all those words. haha. Sry i have to give a dislike for the bad gameplay control.Later game in some levels when u try to creat
some mid air blocks u have to creat others block to build up and then delete it...that is very inconvenient when u trying to fix the
puzzle....later game when u have more blocks but u try to fix some in the mid ground its even harder because the 45 drgee fix
view will block the middle so u have to delete all the blocks around the center view...thats very annoying
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This is the way we were born.

This is what we all had to do.

This is what we all have done.. How should i say, at that yer, i play it thru, with quite a lot of cheats, and pirate version of
course, at this year, for no reason, i buy it, both 1 and 2, maybe just for the best part in my past years of memorial parts? maybe.
a/w, still feel good for me, until this year, i replay it, still touching me with quite a lot and entertaining me for many many times
though, THUMB UP and praise for it, both 1 and 2, and i must say, sad case for the no more single play chinese ancient theme
games, and, the ZHIYIN master, make me, remind the ZHIYIN master at the XIANJIAN 4, a/w, quite a lot need to say if do
wanna comple the whole story, but, consequently, one sentences in short and simplicity, "THANK YOU FOR THE TOUCHES
YOU BROUGHT TO ME and even now, still touching my WEAKEST part of heart, BIG THANKS.". My son has the toy car
and loves the youtube videos of the one hotwheels made. looks cool in game, bout the same price as the toy.. Okay, the
execution of it all was pretty good. The developers took some serious inspiration from Silent Hill with surreal atmospheres,
frustratingly deliberate camera angles and view-dependent control schemes. Overall, it was well executed.

The reason I do not recommend this game is that it is waaay too short. I know it's only episode 1, but the 2.4 hours I spent
playing the game do not warrant the $5 I spent to get it. Most of 2.4 hours I spent playing this was me repeating the same
frustrating chase scene or overly confusing shark puzzle. I know this is titled as "episode 1" but even episodes have resolutions
to the stories within them. The story that was started was in no way resolved, and the ending rasied way more questions than it
did answers. I left the game feeling unsatisfied, and wanting more than I got. While wanting more is usually a good sign, and
encourages players to buy the next piece of the series, I don't think I will be buying the next one. Especially if the episode is as
short as this one was.

If you want to spend $5 on a very small, albeit well done, content then maybe Long Night is your time. The cut scenes were well
done, the atmosphere was spot on, but I honestly feel like the developers could have released more content, or at least fixed a
few common bugs in gameplay before release. It's not as if the game is bad by any means... it's actually really good! It just feels
more like a long demo than it does a first episode to a series.

I really liked the world of Long Night, but I would not buy the next episode unless I was assured there be more content and less
glitchy gameplay.. This isnt a game, its a work of art.

A smidge on the pricey side, but still well done. If it ever goes on sale for ~5$ dont hesitate to pick it up.. I don't normally play
these types of games but I have to admit this game is pretty fun. Bought it as I read about it on Reddit and I've been pleasantly
surprised. The visuals are well done and immersive. I think my first bit of time on the game was certainly helped by the great
soundtrack but after a while I got really into building elaborate structures. Half the time I was hoping I would fail just so I can
see my rider have a gory fall down the mountain though! Would definitely recommend this game and the brilliant soundtrack..
Very informative. Astronomically accurate. Proportions and sizes of planets and moons are well maintained. A must have VR
experience. A dream come true for amateur astronomers.
Very good orbiting tours of even the moons of the planets. You can stand on top of the spaceship for a real scary lonely tour of
the outer space.. This game is an emotional rollercoaster. The Magnum (Best gun btw) should at least have a 16x scope at all
times, day and night. The recoil on the damn thing is insane, I about fall out of my chair every time I shoot the thing, and
its♥♥♥♥♥♥poor damage makes me angry. Not only are the guns trash, but so is the pacing. I’ve never thrown up in a game so
much. You run at about the speed of light, making me worry more about having a seizure and less about hunting a grizzly bear.
Speaking of animals, there are too damn many of the things. They are everywhere, and I find myself running out of ammo while
traversing the landscape on account of them being everywhere. Overall there is just too much going on in the game for it to be a
hunting game.

I could see it being marketed as a survival horror game where you play as the flash. Even with all those problems, the graphics
are, by far, the best thing in this god forsaken game. They’re nothing short of nex gen. Astounding amounts of detail keep the
player engaged in the game and the textures make you feel like you are in 1 of the six environments. I can literally smell the tree
bark and animal feces as I hunt. The immersion in this game is top of the line, and I think that valve could learn a few things
from the team at SCS Software. You can even use top of the line hunting gear, like 1 of 6 outfits that strictly correspond with
each of the maps. I don't know how they did it, but they also added in realistic weather, such as snow and rain. Like I said, the
detail that they put into it is insane.
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I don’t think you could find things this beautiful in real life. The hunting tactics that they implore in the game no human could
even begin to comprehend, unless you had played the game as intensely as I do. Although I only have 3.4 hours on it, I feel as if
I’ve played for 34,000 hours. I can feel my IQ rising every second that it's even open on my pc. My eyes tend to bleed after
intense 3 minute sessions, which isn’t even close to enough to fully realize the games plan for you.
Overall, I would have to highly recommend this game to anyone who has ever lived, is living, or ever will live. This is a life
changing experience, and medical studies have shown that after just 1 session of this game, It can cure cancers and even AIDS.
Other than the♥♥♥♥♥♥pacing, terrible guns, and overall bad game mechanics and everything else that makes a game fun, it is
the games is a masterpiece and should be in everyone's library. I am looking to you SCS Software to deliver a new game from
2018 to the end of time, and by god I know you won’t disappoint. I’ve also started a kickstarter to raise enough funds to allow
this game to become a competitive Esport, because I know that it could easily surpass games like Pac-Man 2 and Battletoads.
Please feel free to donate to this kickstarter if you want to see all games be as thoroughly done as this one. If you like games like
Sudden Strike than you will like this. Graphics are dated now but still enjoyable to play and worth the \u00a33.99

Valentine's Patch: Your tongue is so skilled Senpai!:

Happy Valentine’s Day fellow titty lovers.

We got you a great present for this special occasion.

Valentine's day is on 14.02 so you’ll save 28% (2x14) on Titty Crush.
Because today is such a special day, we also added a Japanese and a German translation.
(The game uses automatically your system language).

Spread the love with your (native) tongue

Milk Shake. First Patch: You are (too) fast Senpai!:
Goooooood Moooorning, fellow Titty Lovers.

First let me thank you all for your support and for your feedback!

We tried to incorporate as much feedback as possible into our patch,
but we were not able to implement it all (yet).
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Todays features are:

  New Speedrun mode!  (still playable with one hand!)

  Achievements are working! (and there is also a new one ;) )

  More text! (since you are all here for the story, right ;) )

  Time limit from the story is removed!! (So you can relax ;))

  Bugs crushed!! (With our titties!!)

  Added a "coming" soon! (Since people were confused :-( )

There is no new visual content yet, but we wanted to do a patch anyway to implement as much of your feedback as possible!

As always feel free to post your feedback!. Christmas Patch: Let's have a white Christmas Senpai!:
Ho ho ho fellow Titty lovers.

Christmas is coming, and we hope so are you. ;)

You’ve been pretty naughty this year, but we’ve got you a present.
A limited time Christmas special. Don’t miss it.

Oh and by the way, this is most likely the "patch" you have been waiting for! There’s more content and much more to see. ;)

Happy Holidays
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